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Chancellor Klaich explained that these types of limitations are one of the reasons the Board is 
putting forth to the legislature a proposal for a need based financial aid program ($5 million) that 
would go to students at the community colleges and state college.  He pointed out that 90 plus % 
of Millennium recipients are attending UNR or UNLV.  It is hoped that by awarding students 
through this new program, it would make it possible to convince more students to take 15 credits 
and therefore be more likely to graduate. 15 to Finish, State-Supported Financial Aid, and the 
Millennium proposal are a package.  The e Board wants more students to graduate, but it also 
wants to help them not have to work a second job. 
It is a little bit of a tough love message. 
 
President Young asked about an item on the Board of Regents agenda concerning the iNtegrate 
fee.  To Chancellor Klaich’s best recollection, he believes that the Board imposed that fee when 
the student information system was first implemented.  And there was a discussion… might have 
even been a tech committee at the time that responded; “We’ll review it” (about whether the fee 
would be continued after implementation of the student information system).  One of the 
mistakes made in the first phase of iNtegrate was not taking the cost of back fill into 
consideration.   If we are to go forth to the second phase of iNtegrate, which the Chancellor 
thinks is likely, he will recommend keeping the fee. It just has to be spent.  Chair Page also 
mentioned at some point the fee should sunset as originally intended. 
 
Chancellor Klaich asked President McCurdy how registration and financial aid is going at CSN. 
President McCurdy said things were pretty good, but gave a brief description of a situation 
concerning delays of the students’ financial aid disbursement checks. Unfortunately, many 
students did not receive their checks in the promised timeline. President McCurdy said things are 
better, but there is room for improvement. 
 
Chair Prevost mentioned how TMCC has been in a bit of the same situation. Some students have 
not been able to purchase books from lack of checks being sent on time. 
 
Chancellor Klaich hopes that the next phase of iNtegrate and the work that CSN has done will 
benefit the entire system and help the processing of financial aid to be more efficient.  Chair 
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line item or a slice of the student per-credit 


